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Welcome to the latest newsletter from Eunomia Research & Consulting, keeping you in 
touch with our work, its impact, and the way the company is changing.

NEWSLETTER SPRING 2015

The months since our last newsletter have been exceptionally busy and exciting, 
both for Eunomia and for me personally.
The growth of the company has continued with a number of new staff joining - you 
can find out more about some of them on page 4. In order to accommodate everyone, 
we’ve taken on additional office space in Queen Square, Bristol - although if you are 
visiting us, reception is still in the same place.
The expansion has been driven by the variety of new work that we’ve taken on, in fields 
as diverse as renewable energy, protecting the marine environment, and natural capital, 
including our pilot Defra payments for ecosystem services project. The company’s work 
has also been at the heart of some of the big topics that have been in the environmental 
news, such as the EU’s Circular Economy Package, efforts to combat waste crime and the 
implementation of the Waste Regulations.
My own work has been increasingly focused on Europe, with projects including a review 
of the waste management plans of six countries in the Western Balkans and exploring the potential impact of 
environmental fiscal reform on a further 14 countries. I have also been advising Defra on the economics of the PRN 
market and working with LWARB on a project to inform the development of a Route Map to the Circular Economy 
for London. Whether in the UK or across the Channel, our work is helping  to shape the environment and resources 
debate, and there are many more high-impact projects in the pipeline.                                Read on to find out more....

The United Nations has adopted a Resolution on the “Management of Marine Debris”, based on 
three reports written by Eunomia in partnership with the Marine Conservation Society (MCS) and the 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN).
The Resolution emphasizes that “Preventing waste from reaching the marine environment is the most effective way 
to address this problem.” It encourages Parties to join Conventions such as MARPOL Annex V, include the prevention 
and management of marine debris in national legislation and to promote the Clean Shipping Index. 

Dr Dominic Hogg
Chairman

Informing the UN’s Marine Litter Resolution

Pembrokeshire and Ceredigion County Councils have become the first Welsh local authorities to let 
contracts under an innovative waste framework agreement developed with Eunomia.
Under the framework, which is run by Pembrokeshire Council with support from Eunomia, the councils can buy 
waste disposal services from one of seven suppliers, consisting of two UK and five export solutions. Both councils 
are set to make annual savings in excess of £350,000 through new contracts with Potters Waste Management. 
The project won the Procurement Collaboration Award at the 2015 Welsh National Procurement Awards, and the 
framework is now open to other councils in Wales.

Residual Waste Framework to Save Welsh Councils Money

more...
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Eunomia’s Seventh Residual Waste Infrastructure Review was 
published in November. It showed that the UK has 17.7 million tpa 
of residual waste treatment capacity either currently operational or 
being built. 
If these facilities are fully utilised, the UK’s maximum recycling rate in 
2030 will be limited to 66%. Additionally, facilities with capacity to treat a 
further 14m tpa residual waste have planning consent. Whilst it is unlikely 
that all of this capacity will be built, it is very likely that some will, further 
impacting the maximum possible recycling rate.
The European Commission is considering a new, more ambitious circular 
economy package, building on an earlier version that included a 70% 
recycling target for 2030. If the UK was required to meet that target, 
infrastructure already in service or development could not be fully used.
Eunomia will continue to monitor residual waste infrastructure and 
arisings, and will produce its next report in May.

The term ‘TEEP’ has been to the fore in local government waste collection since the separate collection 
requirements of the Waste (England and Wales) Regulations 2011 took effect in January. 
Eunomia has helped over 20 local authorities to interpret the Regulations and apply them to their collection systems 
to decide whether it was necessary and practicable to implement separate collections of glass, metal, paper and 
plastic. We are also incorporating advice on the Regulations into options appraisals and service reviews for councils, 
and helping the Environment Agency to assess the level of compliance in the commercial waste sector.

Eunomia has been asked by the European Commisson’s DG Environment 
to conduct a review of the municipal waste management plans of eight EU 
Member States.
Some countries still face issues as they seek to meet the targets under the EU waste 
acquis. Many have recently completed their waste management plans, as required 
under the Waste Framework Directive. The aim of the project is to understand the 
quality of these, and whether the concrete actions being taken are likely to lead to the 
outcomes being envisaged. We will be developing roadmaps for the countries where 
we feel there is a gap between the two, and where they may be able to improve their 
performance.
The eight Member States are Ireland, Malta, Slovenia, Hungary, Spain, Portugal, Cyprus 
and Croatia. The work will proceed over the next year, with workshops to be held in 
each of the Member States concerned.

Ann Ballinger
Senior Consultant

Reviewing Municipal Waste Management Plans

Offering Waste Regulations Advice

Residual Waste Infrastructure

more...

more...

Eunomia has been commissioned to review the Aster Group’s waste 
management practices with a particular focus on its planned and responsive 
repairs business, Aster Property. 
Having carried out a review of the systems currently in place across the business, 
Eunomia is working with Aster to make recommendations as to how the organisation 
can reduce direct and indirect costs, improve environmental performance and continue 
to have a positive impact on the communities served. 
We expect to the work to form a valuable case study for other similar organisations to 
refer to in future. 

Helping Aster Group Improve Waste Management

more...

more...

Rob Gillies
Senior Consultant
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A Eunomia study has found that in real (2014) terms, across the group of 14 
countries, in 2017 fiscal reform would lead to an additional revenue of around 
€38 billion, or 0.48% of their estimated combined GDP. 
The revenue would rise to €111 billion (1.39% of the combined GDP) in 2025.
The report, written to  support the European Semester process on environmental 
protection and resource efficiency, presented data on the potential of revenues from 
environmental taxation and other indirect benefits (such as job creation) resulting 
from environmental fiscal reform. It used a methodology supplied by the European 
Environment Agency, and was undertaken in conjunction with Professor Mikael Skou 
Andersen of Aarhus University and the Institute for European Environmental Policy. 
It builds on a previous study into the impacts on another 12 Member States, the 
Hungarian chapter of which was discussed at a major seminar at the Hungarian 
Government’s Ministry of Agriculture, with 70 attendees from ministries, universities, 
NGOs and consultancies. The study has also been presented at national events in Belgium, Italy and Latvia.

Eunomia has taken on a wide range of new work in low carbon energy, 
embarking on strategic projects for DECC alongside a number of local studies.
Our work for DECC since our last update includes:
• Completing the interim evaluation of the non-domestic Renewable Heat Incentive 

(RHI) policy. We found that, while there was still room for the supply chain to 
develop, the policy had stimulated investments in renewable heat.

• In partnership with Sustain and the Centre for Sustainable Energy, reviewing the 
‘In Use Factors’ (IUFs) for the 29 eligible Green Deal measures. The IUF determines 
how much Green Deal Finance a householder can secure, and is critical to ensure 
the right balance between commercial viability and consumer protection.

• Providing technical expertise to support DECC’s Energy Demand Reduction (EDR) 
Pilot scheme. This support includes assessing Measurement and Verification plans 
submitted by participants and checking evidence of savings achieved through projects funded by EDR.

• Ongoing maintenance of DECC’s Renewable Energy Planning Database (REPD), which tracks all renewable 
projects from pre-consent to operation.

In addition to our work for DECC, we have helped Nottingham City Council optimise the commercial potential of 
the city’s district heat network, undertaken due diligence on potential investments, including a large-scale battery 
storage technology and an energy efficient shower product, and are developing the business case for a pioneering 
inter-seasonal heat store project. 
We have taken on additional staff to help deliver this expanding range of projects, and our project pipeline strongly 
indicates that low carbon energy will be a continuing area of growth for us.

A consortium led by Eunomia has been awarded a major contract by DG 
Environment to advise on the quality of waste management and law, and on the 
pattern of its implementation, in the Western Balkans.
6 countries will be covered by the work: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, the 
Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), Montenegro and Serbia. 
We will be working with partners from other EU countries and from within the 6 
countries. Workshops will be held to discuss draft proposals for each country, as we 
look to understand what approaches are most likely to work in the local context. A 
roadmap to improved waste management will be developed for each country.
The work will also consider the potential for regional cooperation in respect of the 
management of waste electrical and electronic equipment. Tim Elliott

Senior Consultant
Expanding our Energy Practice

Reviewing Waste Strategies in the Balkans

Environmental Fiscal Reform

more...

Dr Dominic Hogg presenting 
findings in Hungary

more...

Adam Baddeley
Head of Energy
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Eunomia Research & Consulting Ltd
Head Office:  37 Queen Square Bristol BS1 4QS
Telephone: +44 (0) 117 917 2250
Email:   mail@eunomia.co.uk
Website:  www.eunomia.co.uk
Twitter:  @Eunomia_RandC

Eunomia is an environmental consultancy that
supports positive change. Our clients, from both gov-
ernment and the private sector turn to us for policy 
development and analysis, service design review, and 
procurement, technology and market assessment, and 
project management.

Our focus in the last few months has been on consolidating our recent rapid growth, but we have 
continued to recruit at both junior and senior levels. We’d like to introduce some of our key new staff.

Expanding our Team

Tanzir Chowdhury
Tanzir is an expert in advanced econometric modelling and economic policy 
analysis. 
His background in economic research and consultancy includes work for organisations 
including University of Warwick, South Asian Network for Development and 
Environmental Economics (SANDEE), BRAC University and GE Capital. 
Tanzir’s previous projects include estimating the health benefits of reducing vehicular 
air pollution using advanced random-effects econometric models, along with a cost-
benefit and policy analysis of introducing alternative fuels.

David Pietropaoli
David is a Chartered Waste Manager with many years of experience in waste 
and resource management across both public and private sectors. 
His core areas of expertise are waste strategy and policy development, change 
management, efficiency reviews and procurement. 
Prior to joining Eunomia, David worked at Essex County Council, where he managed a 
programme of change with a savings profile in excess of £10m. He has also managed 
research and policy projects for clients including the Greater London Authority, 
LWARB and WRAP.

Gwen Frost
Gwen joined us in September as Waste Operations Specialist. She is a 
Chartered Waste Manager with over ten years of experience in waste and 
recycling.  
Her background includes periods working both for local authorities, where she has 
implemented major service change, and in waste management consultancy with 
Gordon Mackie Associates  and LRS Consultancy. 
Gwen therefore has considerable hands-on experience across subjects as diverse as 
service efficiency reviews, contract management, procurement and mobilisation. 

Eunomia is using its environmental fund to help Avon Wildlife Trust 
restore 3.5 hectares of ancient woodland in North Somerset. 
Once the Trust had felled a plantation of disease-prone conifers, Eunomia 
staff and their families volunteered to spend a sunny winter Sunday 
replanting the area with native deciduous saplings such as oak, spindle and 
hornbeam, paid for through the company’s donation. 
Restoring the wood to its semi-natural ancient state will sequester over 
1,000 tonnes of carbon dioxide, enough to offset, over time, well over 10 
years’ of Eunomia’s current GHG emissions.

Eunomia Money and Volunteers Restore Ancient Woodland

more...
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